We study the bombardment of a suspended monolayer graphene sheet via different energetic atoms via classical molecular dynamics based on the reactive force field (ReaxFF). We find that the probability, quality, and controllability of defects are mainly determined by the impact site, the properties of the incident atom, and the incident energy. Through comparison with density functional theory calculations, we demonstrate that defects and vacancies in graphene form only in regions of sufficiently high electron density. Furthermore, the quality of defects is influenced by the bond order of the incident atom-carbon bonds, where a higher bond order leads to lower probability of pristine defects (vacancies) but a higher probability of direct-substitution. Finally, the incident energy plays an important role on the evolution and final pattern of defects in graphene. Based on the probability, quality, and controllability analysis performed, we depict a full-range energy spectrum for atomic bombardment, where we demonstrate that desirable defects such as single vacancies and direct-substitution can be created with the appropriate incident energy. V C 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx
I. INTRODUCTION
Graphene has been studied intensely since its successful isolation from graphite in 2004 by Geim and his colleagues, due to its fascinating properties such as extremely high mobility, high elasticity, quantum electronic transport, and electromechanical modulation. [1] [2] [3] Defects and vacancies of graphene are ubiquitous, 4 which can change the mechanical, 5 electrical, 6 and magnetic 7, 8 properties. While defects are typically viewed with concern as they generally decrease the strength of materials, 9 they can be beneficial for other applications involving sensors, 10 superconductors, 11, 12 supercapacitors, 13, 14 nanoelectronics, [15] [16] [17] and spintronics. [18] [19] [20] [21] Irradiation of ions, 22 electrons, 23, 24 and atoms 25 on graphene is a general means to introduce defects and vacancies, which has been investigated in recent years. Specifically, the ability to control the number and types of defects is critical for etching or patterning graphene. [26] [27] [28] [29] Methods to develop the controllability of bombardment have been proposed in both experiments and simulations. Wang et al. 28 demonstrated an efficient two-step process to dope graphene: create vacancies by high-energy atom/ion bombardment and fill these vacancies with the desired dopants. Krasheninnikov et al. [30] [31] [32] used standard molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to study the probability of substitution and defects. Pantelides et al. 33 studied high-energy ion (B and N) collisions with graphene fragments based on the time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT). However, these previous studies focused mainly on bombarding graphene with a specific projectile, while focusing on the effects of varying the incident energy. Therefore, the effects of the impact site and the properties of the projectile, and specifically its reactivity with graphene, remain unresolved.
In the bombarding process, the three key issues to understand are the probability, quality, and controllability of the resulting defects. 28, 30, 32, 33 Although the bombardment process can be studied experimentally, it is difficult to obtain the details of the bombarding process and specifically the process of defect creation due to issues in time-resolution. Hence, atomistic simulation is an effective way to answer these three questions.
Standard MD and TDDFT methods have been used to study the bombardment of graphene. 32, 33 Using standard MD simulations, the final patterns of defects and vacancies can be obtained. However, the information obtained regarding bonding, debonding, and defect creation is questionable due to the fact that the interatomic potentials that have been utilized do not account for the chemistry involved in bond breaking and creation. These issues can be captured using TDDFT, but the final defect patterns may not be accurate due to time and length scale issues inherent to quantum mechanics simulations.
Therefore, we use the reactive force field potential (ReaxFF) 34 to study the bombardment of graphene via different energetic atoms, where ReaxFF is used to describe the carbon-carbon and carbon-projectile interactions. To achieve proper dissociation of bonds to separated atoms, the relationship between bond distance and bond order, as well as the relationship between bond order and bond energy, is used in ReaxFF. The accuracy of simulation results using ReaxFF is comparable to that of a quantum mechanics approach, though with much lower computational expense. 35, 36 In this work, we used the Fe/C, 37 Au/C, 38, 39 and O/C (Ref. 40) a)
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Through this study, we have identified the main factors controlling the three concerns discussed above (probability, quality, and controllability of the resulting defects). Specifically, by investigating the effects of the impact site, the carbon-bombarding atom interaction energy as well as the incident energy of the bombarding atom, we discuss the initiation, evolution, and eventual final pattern of defects and vacancies. Finally, a full-range energy spectrum of incident atoms is depicted, and differences in the energy spectrum for different projectiles are discussed. By comparing the energy spectrum for the three atoms, general rules are given to develop controllable techniques for defect generation. Finally, we show that specific defects or substitutions can be controllably achieved within a specific incident energy range, which is crucial for controllable patterning or etching processes in graphene.
II. PROBLEM OVERVIEW AND SIMULATION METHODS
A schematic of the simulation setup used in the present work is shown in Figure 1 . The publicly available, Sandiadeveloped simulation code LAMMPS 41 was used for all MD simulations. The target graphene monolayer simulated in this work consisted of up to 3000 ReaxFF atoms, while the boundaries of the monolayer were not constrained. The initial graphene configuration was obtained by relaxing the monolayer at 300 K (for 10 ps) within an NVT ensemble (The number of particles (N), the volume (V) and the temperature (T) in the ensemble are constant, also referred as canonical ensemble). The timestep is set as 0.1 fs, which is sufficiently small to resolve the details of bonding, debonding, and charge variation in collision. [37] [38] [39] [40] Collisions between the incident projectile and graphene were simulated within an NVE ensemble (The number of particles (N), the volume (V) and the energy (E) in the ensemble are constant, also referred as microcanonical ensemble.) for up to 1.5 ps in order to allow completion of the collision process. Following the collision, a dynamic relaxation period of 4 ps was observed within an NVT ensemble to achieve equilibrium in the graphene after the collision and to obtain the final defect pattern. Visualization of the entire process was performed using Atomeye. 42 One general issue to address before discussing the key findings is that if the incident atom cannot penetrate through the graphene monolayer, functionalized graphene will form, where this is typically considered a contamination. 28, 30, 32 Because functionalized contamination is undesirable and because an energy transfer of at least 20 eV is required to displace a carbon atom in a graphitic structure, 2 the lowest kinetic energy of the incident atom considered in this work is 10 eV. To study the effect of different atom types, Au, Fe, and O atoms were used as the incident projectile atoms.
III. EFFECT OF IMPACT SITES ON THE PROBABILITY OF DEFECT CREATION
Krasheninnikov et al. 30, 32 discussed the relationship between the probability of defect creation and the incident energy. However, that study did not connect the probability of defect creation with the impact sites on the graphene monolayer. To simplify the discussion of the relationship between the probability of defect creation and the impact site, we first study the bombardment of graphene by a specific projectile with a specific incident energy, while the variations due to different incident energies and projectile types will be discussed later. To ensure that the projectile penetrates through the target graphene monolayer, we use a Fe projectile with an incident energy of 100 eV.
As shown in Figure 2 (a), we consider a rectangular unit cell containing a single graphene hexagon and mesh it into a 51 Â 51 grid containing 2601 grid points. To simulate all possible impact sites, we perform a simulation of bombarding at each grid point, where statistics regarding the escape of carbon atoms from the hexagon are shown in Figure 2 (c) in contour form. Although the types of defects and vacancies are not revealed in Figure 2 (c), it is clear that any single vacancies (SV), double vacancies (DV), or multi-vacancies (MV) that form will occur in a specific area, i.e., immediately surrounding one of the original carbon atom lattice sites. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 2 (b), a stable bond vacancy can form in cases corresponds to a head-to-bond impact where the bond connecting two carbon atoms is bisected by the incident projectile, resulting in destruction of the corresponding C-C bond. This phenomenon has not been observed in previous MD simulations, although it has been seen in TDDFT simulations. 33 Similar contour plots can be obtained for Au and O projectiles. Furthermore, the probability of SV increases for low incident energies but decreases for high incident energies, where the variation in the probability of a SV does not vary monotonically with the incident energy. In contrast, the probability of a DV or MV is low for higher incident energies, and nearly zero for lower energies. This relationship between incident energy and defect creation probability is consistent with the work of Krasheninnikov et al. 30, 32 Furthermore, comparing the contour map in Figure 2 density implies a strong interaction between the carbon atoms and the projectile, and thus the covalent sp 2 C-C bonds can be destroyed only with strong interaction.
While the impact site cannot be controlled precisely in experiments, Figure 2 (c) makes clear that bombarding graphene at most points will not introduce defects or vacancies due to the low electron density at most points in the graphene monolayer; this result implies that continuous bombardment should be viable as a technique to induce defects in graphene.
Before moving forward, we note that the impact site does play an important role in the probability of creating defects and vacancies. Based on the ReaxFF-based MD simulations in conjunction with our DFT results, head-to-hexagon bombarding, in which an incident atom impacts the center of an individual hexagon, introduces few defects. Therefore, we focus upon head-to-head and head-to-bond collisions in Secs. IV and V to investigate the controllability of the resulting defects.
IV. EFFECT OF PROJECTILE PROPERTIES ON THE QUALITY OF DEFECTS
The quality of the introduced defects is another crucial parameter for techniques to introduce defects in graphene via bombardment. 28, 31 Here, we define higher quality to mean clean defects (vacancies) without the introduction of disarray of contamination in the region neighboring the impact site. To determine the main factors influencing the quality of defects and vacancies, we simulate head-to-bond and head-to-head collisions with different projectiles.
For head-to-bond collisions, the bonding and debonding processes are found to be remarkably different for different projectiles, which we elucidate via MD simulations using ReaxFF, as summarized in Table I for Fe, Au, and O atoms. Using ReaxFF, we can determine whether the process of bond breaking is physical or chemical by considering the maximum variation of charge, the number of bonding carbon atoms, and the bond order, where for reference we note that the C-C bond order is about 1.300. The bond order is a distance-dependent function in ReaxFF, which is used to represent the contributions of chemical bonding to the potential energy. This quantity can be obtained as an output from the ReaxFF simulations.
Because there is essentially no charge transfer between Au and C atoms during the bombardment, this interaction (Au atoms breaking a C-C bond) is considered a physical process. In contrast, charge is transferred in the interactions between C-O and C-Fe, which indicates that a chemical process occurs for those interactions. Furthermore, the bond order of C-O is much higher than that of Fe-C, which means that the C-O bond is much stronger than the Fe-C bond.
This bond strength plays an important role when the incident projectile is escaping from the target graphene monolayer after the collision, which occurs via the breaking of bonds between the incident projectile atom and the carbon atoms in the graphene monolayer. Specifically, as illustrated in Figure 3 , for the bond breaking process due to a head-to-bond collision, stronger bond results in the dragging of C atoms as the incident atom moves through the graphene monolayer. Furthermore, because the C-O bond strength is greater than C-Fe, more C atoms are dragged by the O atom, which results in more disorder in graphene bombarded with O and a higher quality of defect in graphene bombarded with Fe. In contrast, atom-drag decreases the quality of the defects and vacancies, and it increases the probability of random vacancies and defects. Strong bonds between the projectile and the carbon atoms can also increase the critical energy needed for the projectile to penetrate through the target sheet, which plays an important role in energy transfer between incident and target atoms. The critical incident energy needed for an O atom to penetrate the graphene monolayer in a head-to-bond collision is much higher than that of other collisions due to atom-drag.
Bond strength also plays an important role in head-tohead collisions. Because the new bonds will not form before the projectile impacts the graphene monolayer, atom-drag does not occur due to the weak interactions prior to impact between the projectile and the neighboring carbon atoms. Instead, direct-substitution can be observed. If the incident atom is the desired atom with which to dope graphene, this is useful. 19 Otherwise, the substitution is not preferred. 28 Substitutions are observed for Fe and O projectiles, but not for the Au projectile. This is because for Fe and O, bonds between the projectile and neighboring carbon atoms form, which reduces the kinetic energy of the projectile and results in substitutions for those atoms in place of the original carbon atoms. In contrast, due to the physical nature of bonding between Au and carbon, Au projectiles will either attach to the graphene sheet for low incident energies or bounce back or penetrate the target sheet for higher incident energies, which is consistent with the previous experiments. 28 However, once the incident atom has substituted for the carbon atom in the graphene monolayer, it does interact with the neighboring carbon atoms in the hexagonal unit cell ring. For Fe and O, bonds between projectile and neighboring carbon atoms form, and they highly decrease the kinetic energy of projectile. New bonds between projectile and neighboring carbon atoms facilitate direct-substitution.
We illustrate the nature of head-to-head collisions in Figure 4 , which shows head-to-head collisions with the same incident kinetic energy of 100 eV for Fe, Au, and O projectiles. Direct-substitution is only observed in bombardment of O projectile. By decreasing the incident energy of the Fe projectile, direct-substitution happens starting at an incident energy of 60 eV as shown in Figure 4(d) . However, the substitution is not observed for Au projectile with decreasing incident energy. When the incident energy decreases to 20 eV, Au contamination is formed, as shown in Figure 4 (e), where the Au atom can randomly walk on the target sheet without bonds. While O forms a direct substitution at an incident energy of 100 eV, as the incident energy is lowered to around 20 eV, the O projectile forms stable functionalized contamination bonding with carbon atoms in the graphene as shown in Figure 4(f) .
Overall, this analysis shows that the quality of defects and vacancies are strongly influenced by the bond strength between the projectile and carbon atoms. Strong bonds do not lead to pristine defects or vacancies due to atom-drag; however, stronger bonding does increase the probability of direct-substitution.
V. ENERGY SPECTRUM OF THE RESULTING DEFECTS FOR Au/Fe/O PROJECTILES
As discussed above, the incident energy plays an important role in defecting probability and controllability. We find that the impact site and properties of projectiles also play important roles, which have not been elucidated in previous study. 28, [30] [31] [32] [33] 43 We have shown that the probability of defects is mainly influenced by impact site, while the quality of defects is mainly influenced by interactions between projectile and carbon atoms.
We have performed comprehensive simulations for three projectiles (Au, Fe, and O), three impacting sites (head-to-head, head-to-bond, and head-to-hexagon), and incident energy ranging from 10 eV to a few keV. For each simulation, the possible initiation and evolution pattern of defects are observed. To summarize these results, an energy spectrum of projectiles is depicted, as shown in Figure 5 .
The Au, Fe, and O projectiles are ordered from top to bottom by strength of chemical interactions, as listed in Table I . Generally, these projectiles have similar stages in the spectrums of incident energy. If the incident energy is smaller than a critical value, the projectile cannot penetrate through the graphene sheet and finally becomes a functionalized contaminant on the graphene surface. The substitution band appears with increasing incident energy, where a substitution corresponds to the replacement of a carbon atom with the incident projectile. The single vacancy band follows with further increasing incident energy. In this energy range, the probability of obtaining a pristine single vacancy is guaranteed. When the incident energy is larger than another critical value, single vacancies, double vacancies, and multivacancies appear, but they are random in this band. This energy spectrum is consistent with experiments of Wang et al. 28 and simulations of Krasheninnikov et al.
44 Figure 5 shows that Au, Fe, and O (except for head-tobond collisions for O due to the strong atom-drag mechanism discussed previously) all require about 30 eV in order to penetrate the graphene monolayer. The largest differences between the defects induced by the various projectiles are in the substitution and pristine single vacancy bands, where the bands for each defect are shown using the shaded triangles in Figure 5 . Specifically, the width of the substitution band increases while the width of the pristine single vacancy band decreases with increasing strength of chemical interaction between the projectile and the incident carbon atoms. The substitution triangle trend can be explained by the fact that strong bonds between the projectile and the neighboring carbon atoms facilitate direct-substitution as analyzed above. In contrast, because the strong bonds between the projectile and carbon atoms decrease the defect quality, the weaker chemical interactions between the projectile and the carbon atoms lead to a wider band for pristine single vacancies. We feel this result (the triangle-band features in the energy spectrum) should be of particular experimental relevance as substitutions and pristine single vacancies are the most important and desirable for controllable defect patterning.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we utilized classical molecular dynamics simulations and a reactive force field to study the effects of the impact site, the properties of the incident projectile, and the incident energy on the resulting defect structure of bombarded monolayer graphene. In doing so, we have been able to elucidate and clarify the issues controlling defect quality, controllability, and probability. First, the probability of creating a defect in the graphene monolayer is mainly influenced by the impact site, where defects and vacancies are most likely to form when the impact site lies in an area with a sufficiently large electron density, found to be over 1.5e
À in this work. While the impact sites cannot be precisely controlled in experiments, we have found that impact at sites with low electron density will not introduce vacancies or defects, which implies that continuous bombardment is a feasible experimental technique for generating defects in graphene. Second, the quality of defects and vacancies is controlled by the interaction and physicochemical nature of bonding between the projectile and the carbon atoms. Stronger bonds between the projectile and carbon lead to a higher probability of substitution but lower quality of defects due to the dragging of neighboring atoms. Third, the controllability is different for different energy bands. In the substitution band and the single vacancy band, the specific defect (substitution or single vacancy) can be achieved with guaranteed probability and quality. The length of the substitution band increases with increasing strength of chemical interaction, while the length of the pristine single vacancy band decreases. At higher impact energies, double and multi-vacancies typically form with poor controllability. Finally, we have presented an energy spectrum relating the properties and incident energies of the projectiles to the resulting defects, which should prove valuable to experimentalists in choosing a proper projectile with appropriate incident energy to achieve the desired defect structure in the bombarded graphene monolayer. 
